**PREPARING TOOLS**

(A) MEASURING THREAD DEPTH

Your are going to be marking core drill for the correct countersink depth of the insert flange.

Use the metal rule to measure from the top of the block down, until it touches the first thread. You will use this measurement to mark core drill. See example A.

(B) MARKING CORE DRILL

Use your measurement from the metal rule plus the length of drill bushing 25mm, add the 2 measurements then mark drill.

Mark core drill starting from the cutting edge countersink up to top of drill bushing for your total core drill countersink depth. Example B:

(C) MARKING TAP & DRIVER

Place core drill, tap and driver level on table so that all tools are aligned equal at bottom. Use your mark from core drill and mark tap & driver across with ink marker included. See example C:

**STEP 1 FIXTURE PLATE**

Place largest hole in drill fixture over the hole to be repaired. Place drill bushing in fixture, then place line pin inside drill bushing to pick up hole. Do not force pin into hole. Use bolts and tighten to secure fixture in place. Remove line pin.

**STEP 2 DRILL**

Use a suitable drill motor and drill the hole until your mark on the core drill lines up with the top of the drill bushing. This will require removing drill and bushing several times to clear chips. Clean out all chips.

Watch carefully that the core drill is going straight! This is very important.

Note: If drill bushing turns while drilling hole, remove drill and drill bushing. Clean out all chips. We recommend using a long air nozzle 6” or longer to blow out all chips.

**STEP 3 TAP** (use WD40 for tapping) We recommend using a tap wrench for tapping.

Tap through the drill bushing until your mark on the tap lines up with the top of the drill bushing. This will require removing the tap and bushing several times to clear chips. Clean all chips using brake or contact cleaner that will not leave an oily residue, the hole must be clean and dry. Use a flashlight to inspect the hole for chips and cleanliness.

Note: Do not force tap to line. If the tap comes within a 1/8 of an inch or 3mm there will be enough tapped thread to accept insert.

**STEP 4 DRIVER**

Leave drill fixture and bushing on for the final step of universal kits!

Use insert driver oil (do not use WD40.) We recommend using a tap wrench for driver tool.

Oil the threads of the insert driver, screw an insert onto the driver. Apply a small amount of loctite on the bottom outside threads of the insert and screw the insert into the prepared hole. When the head of the insert is seated the driver will tighten up. Use a little more power to screw the driver through the insert, until your mark on the driver lines up with the top of the bushing. Remove insert driver, repair is complete.

Note: Do not force Driver to line. If the driver comes within a 1/8 of an inch or 3mm the driver should have expanded the insert.

Check for the latest torque specifications before assembling the engine. Improper torque of the head can lead to thread failure.